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Imagine treating your phone like a piece of paper.

Roll it up. Drop it. Squish it in your backpack. Step on it - without any damage.

Researchers are working on just such handsets - razor-thin, paper-like and bendable.

There have already been prototypes, attracting crowds at gadget shows.

But rumours abound that next year will see the launch of the first bendy phone. Numerous companies are working on the technology -

LG, Philips, Sharp, Sony and Nokia among them - although reports suggest that South Korean phone manufacturer Samsung will be the

first to deliver.

Samsung favours smartphones with so-called flexible OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) technology, and is confident that they will be

"very popular among consumers worldwide".

Their screens will be "foldable, rollable, wearable and more, [and] will allow for a high degree of durability through their use of a plastic

substrate that is thinner, lighter and more flexible than… conventional LCD technology," says a Samsung spokesperson.

Paperless world

There are other technologies that could make your smartphone bendy. After all, the concept - creating flexible electronics and

assembling them on equally flexible plastic - has been touted since the 1960s, when the first flexible solar cell arrays appeared.

In 2005, Philips demonstrated the first prototype of a rollable display.

And it may not have been obvious, but a couple of years later, flexible technology hit the mainstream.

Amazon's first Kindle e-reader used a plastic non-rigid screen - known as an optical frontplane - to display its images. The only problem

was that the components beneath it required the device to be stiff.

Like many of the e-book readers that followed, it used e-ink - an innovation developed by a US company of the same name.

The screens are black and white, and work by reflecting natural light instead of glowing themselves, mimicking the way text looks in

paper books.

"There are about 30 million flexible e-ink displays in the field today - the oldest working ones are from 2006," says Sri Peruvemba of E-

Ink.

"They [are] well-suited for simple phones, memory and battery indicators, smart credit cards, wristwatches, and signs."

But why are most e-ink displays hidden behind a rigid glass screen and not made bendy?

One reason is cost, says Abhigyan Sengupta, an analyst with consultancy firm MarketsAndMarkets, which recently published a global
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study on flexible displays.

To have a fully flexible finished product, both parts of the display have to be flexible - the optical frontplane and the backplane, where

transistors are - as well as the device's battery, the outer shell, the touchscreen and other components.

Although Mr Peruvemba says his firm has started manufacturing displays with flexible backplanes in-house, its many partners are also

busy researching ways to make electronic paper as flexible as the real thing.

Among them is South Korean firm LG Displays, which has just begun mass-producing fully flexible e-ink screens.

"They could prove a terrific benefit for handsets, where damage from drops is common," says an LG spokeswoman. "Their light weight

and thinness should provide huge potential to the future of handset design development."

Another company working with E-Ink is UK firm Plastic Logic.

It uses the US firm's optical frontplane but adds on its own backplane made out of non-rigid plastics, and then sells the part to device-

makers.

Last May, Plastic Logic demonstrated a paper-like flexible screen capable of playing video in colour, which is achieved by placing a filter

on top of the original black-and-white display.

But the colours are not as bright as on other types of screens, and the company's research manager Michael Banach acknowledges the

technology at the moment is most likely to be used as a back-up screen which kicks in when batteries run low, rather than the main

display.

'Wonder material'

So other researchers are taking a different approach.

Clad in blue lab overalls, Prof Andrea Ferrari from Cambridge University works on future bendy displays using graphene.

The material was first produced in 2004 by Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, two Russian-born scientists at the University of

Manchester.

Graphene is a sheet of carbon just one atom thick - yet it is stronger than diamond, transparent, lightweight, has great conducting

properties - and is flexible.

Researchers believe that graphene may in future replace silicon and revolutionise electronics as we know it.

"We are working on flexible, bendable and transparent displays and surfaces that could in future be part of flexible phones, tablets, TVs

and solar cells," says Prof Ferrari, who is working with Finnish phonemaker Nokia.

"Samsung is really quite advanced in this field, but we here in Cambridge have done some great work on Nokia's prototypes as well."

He says that graphene will complement and highly enhance the performance of OLED-type flexible phones, because in theory, even a

handset's flexible battery can be made out of this material.

Whatever the technology, it seems certain that very soon our phones will be not just smart, but bendy too.
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204. Red Robbo 

2 HOURS AGO

I spend a fortune insuring my kids' phones from broken screens (a screen

lasts a couple of months on average!). Bring it on - this will save me lots!

120. imagegrill 
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4 HOURS AGO

Bendy, roll able screens? Tablet in your packet anyone?

This is great, technology moving forward due to the research companies

can afford to put into this. To the nay sayers, technology moves forward

with demand. 

When wireless charging becomes the norm, along with bluetooth

headphones and general connectivity it will be a good day for completely

flexible, wire free device :-)

25. Bos Kabouter 

6 HOURS AGO

Looks like soon we can slap our mobiles around wrists like those reflective

snap armbands. Handy for people wearing clothes without pockets. The

screen can act as a watch or maybe as accessories for the ladies.

20. BikerJake 

6 HOURS AGO

Oh dear the luddites are here.

What is the point?, Widen your thinking, look out of the box. What benefits

can you see in this technology?, I can see many, medical, military etc.

Less energy consumption = win win situation. 

Flexi screens open up more acceptance/research in the Nano technology

fields, another NEEDED asset to the human race. 

Take of the blinkers, you will be surprised.

17. biasedbroadcastingcorp 

6 HOURS AGO

Well, another reason for sad consumers to change their phone model

every five minutes. Hey, I still have my phone from about seven years ago,

you can make phone calls and send SMSs with it. I don't need to shuffle

down the street bumping into people because I'm a sad Facebook addict. I

don't even have a Facebook account!
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